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Abstract

This exploratory study examj-ned the relationship
between battered women's legral advocacy and
empowerment. It was hypothesized that women who
received battered women's legal advocacy would be more
empowered during their experi-ences with the criminal
court process than women who did not receive legal
advocacy. The sample consisted of 73 women in the
interventj-on group and 60 women in the comparison group
whose partners had been arrested on fifth degree
domestic assault charges. The sample was drawn from
1-995 pof ice records, Nine participants completed a
self-administered survey. Using measures of central
tendency and bi-variate analysis it was found that
women with legal advocacy had a higher l-eveJ of
understanding of the criminal court system than r^Iomen
without legal advocacy. Women with IegaI advocacy
service f el-t emotional ly supported , comf ortable , and
knowledgeable during the court process. Further
research is needed to assess the empowerment effects of
battered women's lega1 advocacy.
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Introduction
j-nning in

4 services f or battered women began to
emerge in cities, towns, and rural areas across the United
States. By 7982 the term rrbattered women's movementrr was a
symbol of organizations and coalitions serving abused women
and their chil-dren ( Schechter , L98 2 ) . For the past truo
decades , grassroots organi zat j-ons within the battered
uromen' s movement have provided telephone hotl ines , shelter ,
counseling, and lega1 advocacy services to women escaping
the viol"ence in their I ives ,
From the early days, the battered women's movement has
helped to bring about social and legal reforms transforming
the American consciousness of private violence. Some of the
most significant and widespread reforms have been within the
criminal justice system. Today, thanks in part to the
battered women's movement, adults can be arrested and
charged for abusing their significant partner (Dobash &
Dobash , L992) . In most of the United States and Canada
abused women can al-so ohtain protective orders in civil
court to increase their safety ( Dobash & Dobash t L992 i
Beg

L97

Buzawa & Buzawa, A99O).

Prior to these legislative and policy changes, sheLters
responded to battered women's needs by providing legal
advocacy services to their clients who found themsefves
entwined in an enveloping legal system (Schechter, 1982). As
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hattered women's coalitions and organizations grew, so did
their body of knor,uledge , Battered women's legal advocacy
developed into a model of practJ-ce based on the theoretical
principles of empowerment and advocacy, Current Iegal
advocacy practice for battered women informs women about the
criminal justice system, educates women about their options
during the court process, accompanies them to court,
facilitates communication between battered women and
criminal justice personnel.

and

Yet, battered women's legal advocacy is still an
emerging model for intervention. As a result, the effects of
legal advocacy on battered women's experience in the
criminal justice system has not been investigated. Through
the investigation of battered women's legal advocacy and its
theoretical framework, service providers, criminaL justice
personnel, and policy makers will be able to understand
legal advocacy's effects on the women it serves.
This exploratory study wiII measure some of the skills
of legal advocacy based on empowerment theory. The second
part of this study will measure and compare women's
perceived empowerment with and without lega1 advocacy
services during the criminal court process. The resul-ts of
the study will be used to discuss the implications of
current and future research and policies governing the
exper j-ences of domestic assaul-t victims during the criminal
justice process.

a
J

Review of the Literature

In the following review, the historical context of
domestic assault and criminal proceedings will be described.
The emergence of the hattered women's movement will he
revietr.red in relation to the criminal justice system. An
examination of the attitudes and beliefs of the criminal-

justice system will demonstrate the need for effective
responses to the needs of domestic viol-ence victims.
The review will end with the emergence of battered
women's legaI advocacy as a response to the criminal justice
system. A description of models of battered women's lega1
advocacy and their theoretical foundation will

foI1ow. fn

closing, the review will address the need for research on
the effects of legal advocacy on battered women.
Scope of the Problem
Partner abuse is a widespread problem in our culture.
It is estimated that 1.6 million women are heaten each year
in the United States ( GelLes & Strauss, l-9BB ) . The 1985
study of Gelles & Strauss revealed that nearly ten percent
of American couples had experienced violence during the past
year that the poll was taken. Thirty-nine percent of violent
incidents toward wives involved punching, biting, kicki.g,
beatings or attacks with guns and knives (GeIIes & Strauss,
19BB ) . In the years 1980-1984 t 522 of female homicide
victims were killed by their husbands, ex-husbands, common
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Iaw husbands, or boyfriends (Carmody & Williams, L987).
These studies show that severe domestic violence is

pervasive in American culture. In one study, minor incidents

of domestic viol-ence were found in fifty percent of American
couples ( Feld & Strauss, 1989 ) . These incidents involve
pushing, slapping and throwing objects. In the state of
Minnesota these physicat incidents, coupled with the threat
of physical harm f al- l-s under the category of misdemeanor
leve1 fifth degree assaults (M. S. 609.224) .
What these statistics do not include are the verbal
psychological, and economic threats and abuses that often
accompany or precede violent incidents. Although pushing and
slapping seem like minor incidents, their meanj-ngs change
when accompanied by threats of harm ( Duluth Domestic Abuse
Intervention Project, 1992). The incidents move from
isolated episodes of anger to a cycle of intimidation and
control ( Pence & Paynmar, l-986 ) . The ref raming of domestic
abuse as a phenomenon sparked research on the causes of
domestic violence.

of Domestic Viol-ence
In recent years, a variety of theories explaining
domestic violence surfaced. These theories ranged from
psycho-social portraits of the assailant and victim to
social causes that contribute to partner violence ( Buzawa &
Causes

Buzaura, L990).

Murray Strauss (L980) theorized that domestic violence
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is related to early incidence of physical punishment in
infancy and childhood- Other interpretations of domestic
violence have focused on personality disorders of the
of f ender ranging f rom depression (Maiuro, et aI . , l-988 ) and
immaturity ( Steinmetz, 1980 ) to the psychotic disorder of
schizophrenia. one theory that continues to hold weight is
externalizion of b1ame. Dobash and Dobash (1979) and Star
( 1982 ) found that assailants rationalize their abusive
actions by blaming their partner for the assault.
Less research has been done regrarding characteristics
of victims. The theory of learned helplessness (Walker,
1978) posits that some battered women become psychologically
paralyzed and motivationally deficient as a result of
continuous domestic violence incidents. It becomes difficult
for women to believe that their competent actions can change
their life situations (Walker, 1978). Other research has
termed ahused women as masochists ( Snetl, et aI. , l-964 ) or
trapped by their role perceptions (Pierce & Deutsch, 1989 as
cited in Buzawa & Buzawa , A990 ) . In spite of these theories,
Sugarman & Hotating ( 1-986 ) in their meta-analysis of f emale
victims of crime could not identify a single risk factor
that predicted a tendency to engage in violent
relationshl-ps.
Other research has examined social causes of domestic

violence. Law and religion have directly sanctioned a
husband's authority and indirectly sanctioned violence
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against his r'rif e ( Schechter , 1982 ) . Economic depend.ence on
men has ]eft women subject to the whims of their partners

, L982 ) . Dobash & Dobash ( 1992 ) point to four
social attitudes that foster violent conflicts between men
and their female partners. These attitudes are described as;
men's possessiveness and jealousy, men,s expectations of
their partner's domestic tuork, men's right to punish their
women for their perceived wrongdoing, and the importance of
men exercising authority over women ( Dobash & Dobash , tgg?;
p.4). These sources of conflict are supported by Levinson's
( l-989 ) work on the link between sexual equality and domestic
violence. Levinson's ( 1989 ) cross-cultural study revealed
that societies with greater sexual equality and maritat
stability value peaceful conflict-resotution than societies
(

Schechter

which do not.
The BAttered Women's Movement and The Cr,i_minal Justice
System

The hattered women's movemeilt, may also be referred to

as the movemeilt,

out of women's liberation
consciousness raising groups. (Dobash & Dobash, LggZ;
Schechter , L982 ) . The movement incorporated the focus on
women's issues and status which allowed the movement to
frame domestic viorence as a social problem ( Dobash &
Dohash , t992 ) . The women of the movement focused on the
larger context of causes and formal responses to domestic
violence such as social servic€s, medical services,
regislation, and the criminal justice system (Dobash &
grer,lr
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Dobash)

.

one of the universal tenets of the movement was to

provide assistance to victims. Initially,
assistance was
provided through shelters and refuges ( Buzawa & Buzawa,
1990; Gordon, 1-992i Dohash & Dobasht 1-992i Schechter, 1982).
As the movement's infLuence expanded. it attempted to reform

the criminal justice system to enhance and protect the
rights and equality of battered women.
Before LgI4, abused women had to negotiate a criminal
justice system that mirrored the attitudes of traditionalEuropean society. Police rarely arrested men who assaulted
their ruives or partners , general ly did not of f er assistance
to battered women, and vilified women for asking for help
from the Law (Dohash & Dobash, 1992). Judges, prosecutors
and other criminal justice personnel avoided dealing with
cases of domestic assault. Ultimately, women could not get
appropriate relief or assistance from the criminal justice
system.

Behaviors and Atti.tUdeF _qf th.e Criminal Justice System
The L978 United States Civil Rights Commission was the
forum for battered

women

and their supporters to unleash

their grievances r^rith the criminal justice systems response
to domestic violence. During the hearings it was proposed
that violence against women should he treated as a crime,
men shouLd be arrested and prosecuted, and discrimination
against female victims of domestic vioLence should. be

t

ameliorated

I

(USSCRC, 1978 ) .

As a result of the battered women's movement demand for

justice, the values, attitudes, and practices of the
criminal justice system were examined with regard to the
civil and legal rights of women. By L984 t the Attorney
General's Task Force on Family Violence concluded that
domestic violence cases are treated differently than other
assaul-ts at every stage of the criminal justice process. In
l-989, similar data were reported by the Minnesota Task Force
CIn Gender Fairness in the Courts in which criminal justice
personnel were descrj-bed as perceiving battered women as
dif f icult and uncooperatj-ve. These beliefs are indicative of
stereotyping by crimi-nal justice personnel who work with
hattered women (Hahoney, 1994).
The American criminal justice system is based on
British common Iaw. The rrrule of thumbtr , a principle of
common Iaw, sanctioned wife beating as long as the switch or
instrument was no wider than the abusers thumb ( Dobash &
Dobash, L992i l,Iartin, t99}i Schechter, lgBZ). The legal
sanction for men to 'discipline' their wives has created an
attitude that female victims are cutpable for the violence
against them (Martin, 1990).
Victim blaminq by the criminat justice system can also
be attributed to the just world theory which posits that one
deserves what one gets (Carlson & $idey, L995). Accordingly,
the crj-minal justice system often perceived women as

I
exhibiting behaviors which trigger viol-ence against them
(Sokoloff, 1982). Police, prosecutors, and judges have
enforced this belief by ignoring the needs of battered women
or making them responsibl-e for pressing chargres against the
abuser.
Pol i ce

Unlike other assault offenders, male perpetrators of
domestic violence were rarely arrested by police. Early
studies done on arrest rates of batterers f ound rates as lor.l
as 10t (Roy t L977) and 3Z (Langley & Levy, L977) in cases
r.rhere women tried to have their abuser arrested. These
arrest rates are important if one considers that violence
was present in two-thirds of police responses to domestic

calls (B1ack, 1980 ) .
Lack of arrest was not due to individual discretion of
police. Many departments had no-arrests policies for
. It should be noted
that probable cause statutes in many states rendered police
powerless to arrest unless they were present during an
assault. When police responded to domestic caIIs, mediatj-on
and separation, also known as f arnily crisis intervention,
were the most common forms of response to domestic cases. In
the L970's, police were trained in family crisis
intervention which involved counseling and mediatj-on. By
L977 , 7OZ of police departments with over l-00 of f icers had
f amily crisis j-ntervention programs operating ( Sherman &
domestic cases ( Sherman & Berk ,

1984 )
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Berk, L984). However, Bard's (1970) study on the
effectiveness of family crisis intervention by police
no reduction in con jugal viol-ence .

showed

Prosecutors

Police were not the only actors in the criminal justice
system to minimize or disregard domestic violence. Just as
pol ice hrere unuri 1I ing to arrest violent partners ,
prosecutors used discretion in charging cases - The decis j-on
by prosecutors to charge or dismiss cases led to
unpredictable and unfair treatment of victims ( Friedman &
Shulman, 1990 ) ,

Prosecutors were not simply discretionary in regards to
the parameters of charging an assaul-t case as laid f orth by

state statutes. They used other non-Iega1 variables to
assess cases (El1is, 1984). One variable was the tendency of
battered women to drop charges. Prosecutors often
interpreted this action to mean several things: no real harm
must have occurred, the victim lied to seek revenge for an
unrelated incidetrt, the victim wasn't serious about the
charges, or that victims were using prosecution to obtain a
better divorce or child custody settlement (Buzawa & Buzawa,
1990; Minnesota Task Force , L989 ) . These interpretations led
many prosecutors to lay charges only in cases when severe
violence was incurred or the attack was public knowledge
( Buzawa & Buzawa, 1-990; EIIis,
1984 ) .
A second variable that affected the prosecutorial
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charging was the current relationship of the abuser and
victim. Separation of the partners was viewed by the law

and

society as the most appropriate solution to ending the
viol-ence (Mahoney, 1994). Prosecutors in Schmidt and
Steury's study of discretionary charging were more likely to
file charqes if the partners were no longer sexually
intimate (1989).
Bel- ievabi l ity and credibi l ity of the victim/witness
also inf luences whether a charge trroul-d be f i led . Due to the
complexity of domestic violence and the courts lack of
education on issues in violent relationships, the court has
relied on the battered woman as the main witness in
prosecutions of the abusive partner (Mahoney, 1,994 | Hart,
1-993 ) . ff the prosecutor felt that the victim could not
convince a judge and jury or that her credibility was
suspect charges would often be dropped ( E1lis, l-984 ) .
The variables that affect charging had a profound
effect on domestic violence victims. Women came to mistrust
the criminal justice system and did not feel it was
concerned with their safety needs (Hart, L993). Not only did
prosecutors signal to victims that their experiences brere
not important, they also transferred this message to judges.
Judges

Less research has heen done regarding the attitudes and
behaviors of judges presiding over domestic assault cases.

Generalry, judges have the least interaction with the

Augsfumrg
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victim, yet the j-nteraction is potent. U1timately, the judge
rul-es on the criminal ity of the assai lant and issues a
sentence in cases with guilty verdicts.
A judge in Moorehead, Minnesota was heard to cornment
to a domestic violence victim, "If you had dinner on the
tabl,e this wouldn't have happened . rr ( Minnesota Task Force on
Gender Fairness in the Courts, 1989; p. 40). Unfortunately,
the judges statement seems to be a reflection of the premise
that the victim's behavior hrarranted violence by her
husband.

Judges' actions reflect the criminal justice system's

desire to ignore or minimize the view that domestic assault
is a cr j-me against society . Historical ly , judges have
disproportionately lor,rrered or dismissed charges in domestic
assaul-t cases (Parnas, 1973). This may have been a result of
the perception of some judges that prosecution of a domestic
assault would not help ameliorate the violence (Field &
Field , L973 ) . The startling statistic of a study done in
Ohio shottred that before L984 8LB of d.omestic cases were
dismissed (Quarm & Schwartz, 1983 as cited in Buzawa &
Buzawa, L990).
The disproportionately hiqh dismissal rate of judges

with the attitudes of other professionals in the
cr j-minal justice system. Rather than using their power to
denounce domestic assault, the actions of police,
prosecutors, and judges were supported.
echoed
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to the Criminal Justice System
The ef f orts of the battered hromen's movement coupled
with Sherman and Berk's landmark study on arrest as an
effective deterrent to domestic violence I created new
criminal justice responses to domestic assault. New policies
and programs were developed and implemented to aid victims
of domestic violence in the criminal justice system.
Re_sponse

Berk's (L984) study The Deterrent Effects of
Arre.st for Domestic Assault riras a watershed experiment that
measured three different police responses to domestic abuse
calls. The design randomly assigned arrest, separation, oE
advice (including mediation) to three groups of officers
responding to simple domest j-c abuse cal1s . There was a sixmonth follow-up to measure the frequency and seriousness of
domestic assaults af ter each pol ice j-ntervention . The
results of the study found that separation of the parties
resulted in a 23eo recidivism rate while the arrest data
showed a 138 recidivism rate.
Although this finding had a great impact on changing
police procedures, the battered women's movement secured the
changres by bringing lawsuits aqlainst unresponsive pol ice
departments. Tracey Thurman vs. the City of forrington, CT
is acknowledged as the seminaL force in changing police
arrest policies. After repeated calls to the police and
pleas to arrest her husband, Tracey was repeatedly stabbed
by her estranged husband which resulted in paralysis below
Sherman &

L4

her neck ( as cited in Dobash & Dobash , 7992) .
The case was argued as pofice negligence to protect its
citi zens and as a viol-ation of Tracey's civil rights f or
equal protection under the L4th Amendment of the IJ.S.
Constitution. The court found that the potice department
held an attitude of indifference to complaints of married
women and the department violated her right to equal
protection under the laru ( Buzawa & Buzawa , L99o ) .
The impact of the Thurman decision combined with the
promotion of the Sherman and Berk study instigated poticies
favoring arrest. The comhination of research and battered
women's advocates changed the police response from no-arrest
policies to pro-arrest policies. Pro-arrest policies have
been adapted in major cities across the country including:
Charlotte, North Carol-ina, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
Minneapolis, Minnesota, and Omaha Nebraska, (Dohash

&

Dobash, L992).

Other liabitity

suits in t976, in Oakland, California
and Bruno V. Codd, New York City, sparked police departments
to dramatically change their behaviors and policies. In
order to prevent further litigation, police departments
adopted policies to treat domestic violence as a crime, make
arrests regardless of marital status, and j-nform victj-ms of
their legal rights (Ferraro, 1989).
The Thurman case al-so resulted in legislative reform.
New }egislation for mandatory arrest, criminal sanctions for
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violations of protective orders, and provisions for more
victim advocacy in the courts were swiftty adopted as a
result of the case (Dobash & Dobash,1992). By l-983, thirtythree states had adopted similar legislation which enhanced
the power of pofice to arrest in domestic violence cases
( Ferraro, 1989 ) .
Police response has been the focus of most of the large
scale changes in the criminal justice system. However I
battered uromen' s organi zations such as the Duluth Domestic
Abuse Intervention Project (DDAfP) have directed system wide
reforms that improve prosecution, judicial, and probation
responses through education and suggested guidelines for

practice. Criminal justice intervention programs have also
developed prosecutj-on guidelines for domestic abuse cases
including changes in the evidentiary tools required for
laying charges and prosecuting cases ( Pence , L9B9 ) Irlith the increase in criminal justice activity and
legislation, women became increasingly j-nvolved with a
confusing, intimidating, and hostile judicial system ( Ford,
l-990 ) . As a result, legislation and funding increased
crimi-naI court lega1 advocacy services provj-ded by
grassroots organizations (Dobash & Dobash, LggZ; Ferraro,
l_ggg ) .

These grassroots prograils, such as DDAIP, PCADV, and

the San Francisco Family Violence Project provided informal
legal advocacy services to women in refuges and shelters
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beginning in the late L97O's (Schechter, 1982). Shelter
advocates educated themselves on court proceedings and

regularly accompanied women to court. These services
developed into their own programs as legislation and funding
improved.

The activities

of legal advocates range from informing
women about the criminal justice system, accompanying women
to court, and offering emotional support during the criminal
court process. These activities are based on advocacy modeJ-s
that have been developed using empowerment as its
theoretical base. ft is necessary to investigate the
theoretical underpinnings of empowerment due to the lack of
research on lega1 advocacy or empowerment. In the follor,rring
sectioils, empowerment theory will be described and applied
to two legal advocacy models.
Empovrrerment Theory

the inability
of individuals or communities to manage emotions, skills,
knowledge, and/or material resources in a way that effective
perf ormance of soc j,aI roles wi 1I lead to personal
gratification (p.16). Empowerment (Iike advocacy) aims to
eliminate or reduce negative values of powerless individuals
or groups by increasing knowledge, emotional stahility,
skiIls, or materiaL resources (Payne, a991).
The empowerment concepts of self-control, personal
responsibility and self-actualization has its roots in
Solomon (L976) describes powerlessness as

1,7

existential , humanist and social cognitive theor j-es ( Payne,
1991- ) . Existential- therapy, inf luenced by the work of Carl
Rogers' client centered practice, outl-ines positive regard
for the client/ respect and empathetic understanding, and
active listening as skil1s that the therapist/worker shoutd
recognize and use in the therapeutic relationship (Payne,
p.170).
These skills

are used in existential/humanist therapy
to help the client gain identity through making sense of the
urorld and understanding the sel f . Virginia Satir rel-ates
these skill-s to the increase of communication and
interaction. These skilts are also used to decrease the
client's alienation from his/her experience, vdlidate the
cLients experience, and encourage freedom of choice through
exploration and mediation rather than a position of power
(as cited in Nichols & Schwartz, 1995).
Social cogniti-ve theory has inf luenced empowerment
theory and practice by positing that inadequate knowledge to
understand what is perceived acts as an obstacle to
effective cognitive learning (Gordstein, L9B1). social
cognitive strategies for change are setting up a cl-imate
that will improve a clients' learning, remove obstacles to
learning and help clients change their view of rearity
(

Payne,

1991 )

.

According to Keefe (1"980) empathy skitls and critical
consciousness are the unifying skills in social work
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practice that instigate constructive individuat and socialchange. Empathy can be used to diminish powerlessness of
oppressed groups/individuals by understanding the group or
individuals situation as they see it. Critical
consciousness, i . e informing a battered woman about the
criminal justice system, empowers the individual to act as
their own change agent (Keefe, 1980; Pinderhughes, 1983).
Bandura ( 1986 ) describes how access to information

sets a complex chain of events into motion that alerts an
individual to her/his perceptions of seLf-efficacy ( selfconf idence) . Ultimately, i-nformation is processed which
affects the expectations of the individual to control- the
outcome of the current or future event. The perceived
expectation of ef f icacy inf luences the individual's act j-ons
such as decision-making.
By examining the contributions of existential and

social cognitive theory, empowerment theory is more easily
understood as the foundation of legal advocacy practice. The
effects of the criminal justice system on battered women's
rights created a need for support during the victim's court
experience (Buzawa & Buzawa, L99Oi Schechter, t9B2). The
battered women's movement responded by creating a lega1
advocacy service for women who were alienated from their
experiences in the criminal justice system (see Appendix D).
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F{odel-s

of

Advocacy

Advocacy is broadly defined as a practice which

promotes cl-ients self control and involvement in their

lives, communities, and services (Payne r LggLt p. 225).
PCADV describes advocacy as a melding of counseling and
community organizing (PCADV, L992). The Dututh moder
describes advocacy as the practice of taking up or promoting
the cause of another (DDAIP, 1992). Legal advocates assist
victims in their resolve to press charges, help them prepare
for court hearings, provide prosecution with information
regarding cases, assist in gathering evidenc€, and accompany
the victim to court ( Dobash & Dohash , !992) . Battered
uromen's legal advocacy is practiced on the individual ,
community, state and federal level . For purposes of this
study , the reveiur uri 11 be l imited to moders created
specifically for indivdiual lega1 advocacy.
The Duluth legal advocacy program was created in 1980
as part of the Duluth Domestic Abuse fntervention Project
( Dobash & Dobash , L992) . DDAIP identifies
four aspects of
advocacy: ( a ) personal rel-ationship with the battered woman,
(b) decision making hy the client, (c) crearing the pathclearing obstacl-es that are in woman's way so that she can
gaj-n some personal control over her life, (d) changing the
system to henefit clients, policy, or practice (DDAIP | 7-gg?l
pp. 1l--Lz),
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The Dul-uth model advises certain principles when

advocating on behalf of a battered

woman

such as integrity

and autonomy. rntegrity assumes the hattered woman is

the right to self-determination (DDAIP,
p.13). The model further explains integrity by expressing
that the advocate must make sure that the woman is seen as
an individual capable of making her own decisions and
entitled to input into the resorution of her case (p.13).
Autonomy of the battered woman is practiced by restoring and
respecting the woman's decision making ability (p.14). As an
advocate on individual cases it is important to establ-ish a
relationship rrrhere the battered woman feels heard, listened
to, and respected ( p " l-6 ) . These principles are directly
influenced by empowerment theory due to the underlying theme
of empathy which facilitates a client's freedom of choice as
welI as identification and validation of her experience
during the court process. However, the Duluth model posits
that an advocate will- not provide counseling for a woman.
Unlike the Dututh model, the PCADV model incorporates
some counseling aspects into its advocacy mode1. PCADV
pinpoints empowerment as one of its guiding principles in
legal advocacy. As with the Duluth Model_, pCADVrs
empowerment/advocacy model describes legaI advocates as
vehicl-es of information who support women in making their
own decisions (PCADV, 7992). One of the major functions of
the lega1 advocate is making the criminat justice system
autonomous and has

2t
more accessible to battered women. According to

accessibility means making the
with the process ( Section III,
The

PCADV

woman

PCADV,

feel more comfortabl-e

F. 13 ) .

model breaks up advocacy into a clearly

understood table of roles of a legal advocate and ski ll-s of

a lega1 advocate. The following }ist contains some of the
roLes and skills outlined by PCADV: (a) roles of the
advocate: provide moral support to develop confidence, help
woman identify her ohrn needs, provide assistance in
identifying own strengths and resources and assist with
information, (b) skiIls of the advocate: Iistening, empathy,
knowledge of cuLtural groups, knowledge of crj-minal justice
system and social systems, problem-solving and critical
thinking (Section III, F.7).
The promotion of self-confidence in the client is of
primary importance during the advocacy process. Both model-s
stress elements of self-conf idence such as; vier*ing the
client as capable and seLf-determined or the ability to make
decisions. Empowerment enhances the utiLtzation of social
ro1es. Existentiali-sm fosters freedom of choice and
connectj-on to experience - Social cognitive theory encourages
perceptions of mastery skills which leads to desired
outcomes ( self-efficacy) .
The theoretical framework of advocacy is intertwined
with each of the aforementioned theories that advance the
clients's confidence. This finding suggests that the
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promotion of self-confidence is the true aim of individual
advocacy practice.

Both models incorporate the theoretical model of

part of their basic make-up. The logical
assumption is that the attitudes and bel-iefs of the criminal
justice system warrant an intervention that will empower the
female victim of domestic violence. It is believed that
legaI advocacy empowers a woman during the criminal court.
Yet, the effects of legaI advocacy on battered women during
the criminal justice process have not been investigated.
This study seeks to uncover how much and in r.lhat ways
are women empowered through legal advocacy during the
criminal court process. Using the legal advocacy models for
individual-s f rom PCADV and DDAIP, which have their roots in
empowerment theory, this study will attempt to answer the
following questions: ( a ) Do legal advocates exhibit
empowerment skills? and (b) Are battered women who receive
Iegal advocacy more empowered during the criminal court
process than women who do not receive legal advocacy?
empowerment as
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Research Design and Method
Des

ign
Researchers and battered women's advocates have

suggested that legal advocacy can help ameliorate the

significant negative impact of the criminal justice process
on the survivor of domestic abuse. However, the literature
lacks the research needed to pinpoint how and why advocacy
aides victims of domesti-c violence during the criminal court
process . Do legal advocates exhibit the empohrerment ski IIs
identified in the titerature? Does anyone else perform these
services to the victim? If so, are they as helpful as the
battered women's legal advocate? How do the recipients of
legral advocacy view their court experience? And f inalIy, is
the court experience more favorable for rrromen who receive
1egaI advocacy than the court experience of taromen without
lega1 advocacy?

This study began as a guasi-experimental design to
measure the ef f ects of battered r'lomen t s legal advocacy, The
major portion of this study was quantitative, but some
qualitative data was also gathered. The response rate was
Iow with a study sample of nine participants. The
quantitative and qualitative data were gathered through a
seLf-report mail-in survey. Due to the low response rate the
study was redesigned as an exploratory study.
The goals of this study were to describe aspects of
lega1 advocacy based on the Pennsyl-vania Coal ition Against
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Domestic Violence ( PCADV,
Abuse Intervention Pro ject

199 2 )
(

and the Dul-uth Domestic

DDAf P ,

L992) model,s of legal

advocacy f or individual-s and to test the ef f ects of the

theory that form the basis of the two models. A
comparison between two groups r one group that received. Iegal
empowerment

advocacy and one group that did not, tested the impact of

the legal advocate. The research data was also used to
evaluate the role of the legal advocate.
SampLing Method

part of the purposive sampling strategy was
concerned with the acquisition of two comparable cities in
which one city used legat advocacy services and the other
did not. The comparison groups were located using l-990
Minnesota census data and inguiry tuith lega1 advocacy
programs in the Twin City area to determine r,rrhich cities had
not implemented legal advocacy in their criminal court
systems. The cities of Frid1ey, Minnesota and Coon Rapids,
Minnesota t,rlere chosen due to their similar demographic makeup urith Fridley designated as the legal advocacy
intervention group and Coon Rapids identified as the nonintervention comparison group. Both cities were in Anoka
County, Minnesota. The median education level for both
cities was a L2th grade education. Median f amily j-ncome for
Fridley was $+r r 8o9 which was comparable to the Coon Rapids
Family median income of $44,827. The racial makeup of both
cities was predominately European American.
The first
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The study participants for each group were selected

from Fridley and Coon Rapids police records in 1995. Police
records were chosen as the means for sample selection for a

of reasons. Police records are public information
trrhich protects the confidentiality aqreement between the
Anoka county battered women's shelter and its cli*r,tht+
police records contai-n information on the type of charge
issued to the offender and the identifying information of
the complainant/victim.
It was determined that women whose partners,
boyfriends, or husbands had been arrested on fifth degree
assault charges against them urould be chosen to participate.
The criminar court process was defined as the point of
arrest through the final court appearance. Men were omitted
from the study due to the gender specific nature of the
number

phenomenon.

Fifth degree assault charges hrere determined to he the
most common f orm of domestic violence chargres. As a result,
the pool of possible participants would he greater than
felony level assault cases. By using fifth degree assault
charges victim/witness liaisons from the prosecutor,s office
were excluded from the study. Victim/witness liaisons are
used and employed by each city for felony level rape and
domestic assaurt crimes. As this was a study of Iegal
advocacy provided by battered women's shelters, also known
as intervention projects, inclusion of victim/witness
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liaisons would have conf ounded the resul-ts.
Af ter securing the permission to use the l- 995 pol ice
records of Fridley and Coon Rapids, all possible
participants were chosen according to: ( a ) arrest of the
male offender (b) absence of dual arrests (c) fifth degree
assault chargres ( d ) and an adult f emale victim. According to
both police departments approximately 9oZ of complainants
are the victims of the crime. After these criteria were met
the total number of possible partic j-pants was 13 3 . The
Fridley intervention group, which has access to lega1
advocacy, contained 73 possible particj-pants. The number of
possibl-e participants for the Coon Rapids comparison group
was 60.

fnstrumentation
The lack of legal advocacy research created the

necessity to construct a measurement instrument for this
study - fhe guestionnaire for the study was designed using
the theoretical constructs of individual empowerment as an
indicator of advocacy. The theoretical construct of
derived from advocacy manuals provided. hy
Pennsylvania Coalition Against Domestic Violence (PCADV,
1-992) and the Du1uth Domestic Abuse Intervention Project
(DDAIPt L992) along with the advocacy model outlined in
empowerment was

Malcolm Payne's Modern Sgcja,J- Work Theorg (1-991-). The Du1uth
model presents, as part of an advocate, s role, the
j-mportance of establishing a relationship in which the

woman
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eels listened to, understood and respected. Al-1 three
functions were operationalized as indicators of individual

f

empowerment.

As discussed in the empohrerment research of Gutierrez

) and Pinderhughs ( l-983 ) the ability to act and/or make
decisions have been identified as aspects of empowerment.
Sel-f -ef f icacy, or the ability to control situational
outcomes (Bandura, 1986), termed self-confidence in the
study survey, was also identified as an essential component
of empowerment practice in both legal advocacy models. Both
have been included as further indicators of empowerment in
the survey instrument.
According to Pinderhughes ( l-98 3 ) and Solomon (1,97 6)
Iack of access to power and resources is one of the primary
foci for empowerment practice. Imparting information about
the criminal justice system to clients is cited in both
advocacy models as one of the primary functions of the legal
advocate. For this reason a measure of information uras
developed as an indicator of advocacy practice.
The advocacy skills were difficult to link to
empowerment theory due to the vague nature of empowerment
practice and research. As a result, it was necessary to
relate the advocacy ski l- Is to ex j-stential and social
cognitive theory which are the foundation of empowerment
theory. The theoretical problem solving process can be
better understood by viewing the model-, listed as Appendix
(

1992

2B

D, which outlj-nes how empowerment indicators were
extrapolated and related back to empowerment theory.
The survey was developed using a l- ikert-type sca1e
ranging from: 5-A1ot to 1-Not Very Much. The questions ask
the participants in each group to assess rthow muchrr of the

indicators hlere provided to them either by a legal advocate
or by another individual. The comparison group was asked to
identify the person that was most helpful to them, then
apply the same questions as the intervention group. The
second section of the questionnaire asks the participants to
measure trhow muchtt they fel-t empowered during the criminal
court process.
The third and final part of the questionnaire contains
questions to assess the most helpful and harmful parts of
advocacy (or support from someone other than an advocate in
the case of the comparison group) . open ended questions were
designed to account for other parts of advocacy or social
support which may not have been addressed in the survey. The
questions were constructed in question form rather than
statement form in order to promote an open style for the
participants to respond to.
The survey was developed in consultation with legal
advocates from severaL different intervention projects in
the metropolitan Minneapolis/St.Paul area. This process was
used to find common factors of legaI advocacy that would
make the study more generalizable to other communities with
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legal advocacy programs.
Participants received a cover letter/ see Appendix A,
which described the study, consent procedure, and how the
participants were recruited for the study. Consent was
obtained at the time the survey was completed and mailed
back. A Z4hour hotl-ine telephone number for the Anoka county
woments shelter was included in the cover letter if
unpleasant memories or questions arose during the survey
process. The phone numbers of the researcher and the
research advisor were also included to address the specific
questions or concerns of study participants.
Limitations in Method
Several aspects of the methodology rirrere manipulated due
to the exploratory nature of the study. The survey
instrument is l-imited in scope due to the lack of
information regarding the specific roles of the advocate.
The theoretical construct of empowerment is vague in its
description by researchers and pract j-oners al ike . Thus , the
measure of empowerment created for this study may not be
considered an accurate measure by other researchers or
practioners.
The questionnaire was developed using consultations
f

rom prof essionals in the domest j-c vj-olence f ield. However,

the original quasi-experimental design of the study did not
utiJ-:-ze a pre-test to ensure vaLidity or reliability
of the
survey instrument.
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During the sampling process, the 1995 Fridley pof j-ce

did not describe the relationship of the
complainant and the offender as did the Coon Rapids police
printout. Although the survey states the retationship of the
participants to the arrested offender, some study
participants may have mistakenly ignored the participation
criteria which contributed to possible false positive or
negative results.
The participants were secured from the identifying
information on police records. Some of the participant
addresses may have been j-ncorrectly documented which could
documents

have affected the response rate of the participants.

rt is al-so possible that the delimitation placed on the
Ievel of charging may not have yielded data that was as in
depth as data collected from women who had been through a
more extensive court process.
The most significant limitation of the study was in the
operationalization of lega1 advocacy. Advocacy has many
roles other than the constructs that were applied to it for
this study, Thus, the study only measured a small part of
legal advocacy service.
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Findings
The total study sample consisted of nj-ne female

subjects from Anoka County, Minnesota. Four responses were
received from the city of Coon Rapids, however one
respondent was contacted by a legal advocate which rendered
the data inadmissible. Six women from the city of Fridley
completed the questionnaire. According to the 1990 Minnesota
census the sample respondents had a median family income of

$+r,809.00 in Fridley and

$++

,B2T.oo in Coon Rapids.

The age of the study participants ranged from 20 to

years old. AIl but one respondent was caucasj-an (white),
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one

participant identified herself as hispanic.
The response rate of the study sample was 7 .sZ.
Nineteen surveys were returned to the researcher. of the
rrreturn to senderfr incomplete surveys, fourteen were f rom
the city of Fridley and five were from the city of Coon
Rapids. Seventeen of the 19 returned surveys were labeted as
rrmoved left no addressrr or traddress unknown.Ir
Question numbers from the survey have been provided to
enhance the interpretation of the findings. The question
number from the Fridley respondents wil-I appear first
whenever question numbers are provided unless otherwise
specified. The letter F will indicate questions from the
Fridley survey and CR will indicate questions from the Coon
Rapids survey.
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The mean of the constructs perce j-ved decision making,

question E-14 or CR-13, and the aggregate mean of perceived
self -conf idence, F-l-3 or eR-l-z, as elements of empowerment
were contrary to the expected outcome. Legal advocacy did

not affect the self-confidence or personal decision making
ahility of the Fridley respondents as compared to the Coon
Rapids respondents.
The mean aggregate score of perceived self-confidence

.9 f or women who accepted legal advocacy services in
Fridley urhile the mean score for lilomen in Coon Rapids who
did not receive advocacy was 3.6. Contrary to expected
results, women who received legal advocacy had a lower mean
score of perceived decision-making , 3.4 | compared with the
mean score of 4.0 for women who did not have advocacy
Idas

3

services.

the aggregate, there was little difference between
groups regarding perceptions of empowerment . Questions l-0-l- 5
were aggregated for the Fridley respondents and questions g3-4 were accumulated for the Coon Rapids respondents. The
mean empowerment scores of 3.9 for the Fridley intervention
group and 3.1 for the Coon Rapids comparison group indicated
only a slight contrast between Etrroups.
Each question was broken down to measure the
respondents' perceptions of the empowerment indicators:
tistened to, understood, respected, and self-confident.
Respondents were asked to rate each indicator according to
On
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their interactions rrith pol ice , prosecutors , probation
of f icers, and judges. Al-1 but one respondent f rom Fridley
felt respected by the responding pof j-ce of f icers. This was
the only pattern that emerged regarding above empohrerment
indicators.
In exploringr the difference in service given by
informal social supports or court personnel as compared to
legal advocacy services it appeared that both groups
perceived that empowerinq behaviors were exhihited by
advocates or other sources of help. According to the
respondents in both groups, the majority of participants
assigned equally high levels ( 4 to 5, based on a scale of
5-A1ot to l:Not At all) to a1l of the advocates'or informal
supports empowering skilIs. All Five of the six Fridley
participants indicated that lega} advocates were the most
helpful to them during the criminal court process, question
#L. The Coon Rapids respondents were varied in their
responses to the same question #L.
Fridley respondents were asked about criminal justice
j-nf ormation presented to them by legat advocates . Al l
respondents reported receiving information about the
criminal justice system from a lega1 advocate. Fridley
respondents were asked to evaluate the amount of information
regarding the criminal justice system they received from the
Iega1 advocate. Using a five point scale with 5 representing
rrAfotrr and 1 representing ttNot At Al-Irt, the mean score was
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4.8. A univariate analysis was also used to calculate the
level of criminal court understanding among the Fridley
participants who received legal advocacy. Using the same
five point scale, the mean score for the Fridley respondents
was 4.2.
Respondents in the Coon Rapids comparison group were

asked about criminal justice information presented to them

by

other than a lega1 advocate. Two out of three
respondents reported receiving information about the
criminal justice system from a friend or the city
prosecutor. Respondents f rom the compar j-son group were asked
to evaluate the amount of information they received during
the court process. Using the same five point scale with 5
representing rrAlottt and 1 representing trNot at Allrr, the
mean score was 4.5. Respondents from the comparison group
had a mean score of 2.0 for the level of understanding of
the court process when information was derived from someone
other than a legal advocate.
Participants in both groups were asked to identify the
disposition of the case. Al-l- intervention group respondents
knew their case outcomes. Two out of three respondents from
the compar j-son group knew the case outcome. On the
agqregate, the participants were generally knowledgeable
ahout their case outcomes.
The Fridley respondents were asked to identify how many
personal and telephone contacts they had with the legat
someone
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advocate, question 3. Question three was intended to assess
the within group correlation of service amount and level of
empowerment

" No meaningful data coul-d be extracted f rom the

Fridley respondents answers.
Using a bi-variate cross tabulation table (Table 1),
the reader can see between-group differences in the
relationship between the source of court information and
leve} of understanding of the criminal court system. The
independent variable is the source of information. The
dependent variable is l-eve1 of understanding of the criminal
court system. The respondent scores were based on the same
f ive point scaLe with 5 representing rrAlotrr and L
representing rlNot At AIIrr. Scores of 5 and 4 are categorized
as high levels on understanding and scores of 2 or 1 are
categori zed as l"ow levels of understanding . Responses with a
middle value of 3 rrsomewhatrr were not calculated.
Table 1.

nt ffarorrnacr

High

(4-s)

i n lfyrnr.rl

rrp nf

F

CR

5

0

o

2

flri mi rta I

lanrrrf

Lotl
(

L-2)

Note: F represents the Fridley intervention group.
represents the Coon Rapids comparison grroup.

CR
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to the open-ended questi_ons, question F-16
and F-18, show some similarities between women who received
legal advocacy from the loca1 women,s shelter. The
participants from the interventj,on group responded that they
were kept informed, emotj-onally supported and f e1t more
comfortable during the criminal court process when asked how
the lega1 advocate was most helpful to them, question #LG.
Table 2 shotrs aggregates of open-ended responses for the
Fridley interventj-on group that received legaI advocacy
Responses

services.
Table

2

.

Perceived- [elgfulness

of Legal Advocaqy

fype of HeIp

N:6

Kept fnformed
Emotional Support

5
4
4

Felt More Comfortable

Note: Question L6: How was the legal advocate helpful to you
during the court process?

received lega1 advocacy commented on how
she was kept inform€d, lrshe (the advocate) totd me what r
had to do, where I coul-d seek heIp, reassured me they would
help and r couLd ca] l- at any time rr . A second respondent
said, tr . . . most of all she helped me f iI] out all the forms
I needed to f i Ie a complaint . 'l
One woman urho

The women who fel"t emotionally supported were fairly

general regarding how they were supported.

However

,

a
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respondent detailed her interaction with the 1egal advocate
and said , ttAlways helpf uI , she took my f eel ings into account
and made me feel f had seJf-worth.rr The respondents were not

detailed in their explanation of how they trere

made

to feel

comfortable.

Participants from the Coon Rapids comparison group
ansr,rered with less detai I than the Fridley intervention
group. TI,ro of the three participants f rom the comparison
group responded that they were kept informed during the
criminal court process. The comparison group participants
did not address other kinds of perceived support during the
criminal court process.
The final analysis tallied the number of women who
indicated that they wanted lega1 advocacy services if the
need arose (question F-L8, CR-17). All six participants from
the Fridley intervention group were in favor of future legal
advocacy services.

the participants would want lega1
advocacy service again one respondent replied, ttft took alot
of stress of f me and l-et me move on with my life. rr Another
woman said, I'because the court system is so intimidating, I
would definitely have an advocate contact me. rt is so
reassuring sitting in a courtroom with them at my side. rr
The results of the study indicated that the women who
received lega1 advocacy were similar in their perceptions of
personal empohlerment to the women rrithout legal advocacy.
when asked why
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with legal advocacy services hrere more
knowledgeable about the criminal justice system Lhan
respondents r.rithout legal advocacy . The qual itative f indings
have shown preliminary evidence that women with legal
advocacy services felt comfortable, informed, and
emotionally supported during the criminal court process.
Horrlever,

the

women
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Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine how hattered
women t s

Iega1 advocacy af f ected

women who

were invol-ved in

the criminal- justice system as a resuLt of their partner,s
arrest for fifth degree domestic assault charges. The
Iiterature suggested that women who are assaulted by their
partners are less likely to be treated fairry hy the
criminal justice system (Minnesota Task Force on Gender
Fairness in the Courts, 1989). The review of the literature
also stated that battered women's legaI advocacy maybe a

for the unfair practices of the criminal justice
process (Ford, 1990; Hart, L993) .
remedy

As noted there have been no studies of the effects of

lega1 advocacy on battered women's experience duringr the
court process. There are gaps in research investigating the

cognitive and behavioral effects of empowerment/advocacy
pract j"ce on the cl- ients served . Empourerment and advocacy
theories borror.r from existential , cognitive and social
theory making it difficult to clearly construct an accurate
measure. This study originally adopted a quasi-experimentaL
design to assess the dif f erent experiences of hromen in a
community tuho received 1ega1 advocacy as a result of their
partner's arrest as compared to women in a separate
community who did not receive advocacy.
The theoretical- construct of empowerment is used in
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Iegal advocacy models as one of the basic principles of
practice. As a result, this study measured how much lega1
advocates exhibited empowering hehaviors and how much their
cl ients percei-ved their own empowerment in comparison to
hromen who did not receive legal advocacy servj-ces.
The hypothesis that women urho rece j-ve lega1 advocacy
are more empowered during the cr j-minal- court process than
those who do not receive 1egaI advocacy coul-d not be
measured by this study. Although the mean empowerment score
was higher for the intervention group, 3 . 9 compared to 3 . 1,
the small sample size did not allow for a statistical
comparison. A larger difference reflecting the impact of
empowerment behaviors by legal advocates woutd be expected,
with a larger response pool. Due to the exploratory nature
of this study, there are no empirical standards by r*hich to
compare and evaluate effect size of this study.
Informal social supports seem to have had much the same
cognitive and behavioral effects on battered women as
battered women's legal advocates. This result supported the
theory of effectiveness of social support during the acute
stages of victimization (Rigqs, KilpatrJ-ck, & Resnick,
1992 ) . The lower response rate of the comparison group may
be attributed to an absence of social support. This
possibility renders the survey j-rrelevant to women who were
not supported during the court process.
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Although the general trend of the survey showed l-ittle

difference in the activities of informal supports and legal
advocates, hlomen from the intervention group indicated that
Iegal advocates r^rere more helpf ul during the criminal court
process than other means of support. The implication of this
finding suggested that, given a choice, some women who have
the option of receiving legal advocacy would prefer it to
the support offered by others. This result was further
supported by the differences in the qualitative responses of
the intervention and comparison group. The respondents
sighted specific forms of help that were offered to them
during the court process such as emotional support, a higher
comfort leve1 during the court process, and a hiqh
understanding of court procedures.
The comfort level of the intervention group can be
translated into a less intimidating court experience for
battered women who received legal advocacy. This finding
intimates that tegal advocacy can be an effective means to
ameliorate criminal justice intimidation (Minnesota Task
Force on Gender Fairness in the Courts , L989 ) .
It can be postulated that the reduced leveI of
intimidation expressed by the interventj-on grroup was a
result of legal advocacy. The cross-tabulation results from
Tab1e 1 showed a meaningful difference in the level of
understanding between groups. This finding is particularly
relevant because respondents from hoth communities reported
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receiving almost identical amounts of j-nformation. The
results of this study provided evidence that some battered
women who received legal advocacy are informed in ways that
facilitate a better understanding of the criminal court
system than those who did not receive legar advocacy Five of the six Fridley participants indicated a hiqh levet
of understanding trrhi le participants f rom Coon Rapids showed
a l-ow level of understanding of the criminal court process.
Using elements of existent j-al- and cognitive theory one
can more clearly see the connection betsreen access to
j-nf ormation and comfort level . Existential theory postulates
that by gaining knowledge about our world we have a better
understanding of ourselves (WiIkes, 1981 ) . Social cognitive
theorists subscrihe to the notion that people gain certainty
in their rives through adaptation, a process by ruhich we
manage situational- outcomes (Goldstein, L981). Part of the
process of adapting is managed by taking in information that
al lotus a p.erson to perf orm the f unctions necessary to
identify themselves in their environment and reftect on
their abitity to affect their environment (Goldstein. 1981),
Through access to accurate information women can gain a
better understanding of themselves within the criminal
justice system. Legal advocacy gives women the information
to help them adapt to the criminaL justice environment which
may increase their comfort level durinq the court process.
rt is arso possihle that the high lever of porice
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respect perceived by the intervention respondents acted as a
buffer for women. As the police are the first criminal
justice personnel to have contact r.rith the victim, their
treatment of the victim may influence battered women,s
perceptions and behaviors throughout the criminal justice

process. Thus, more respect by the police may decrease
intimidation levels at other stages of the criminal court
process.

Increasing battered women's understanding of the court
system and decreasing their feelings of intimidation during
the court process have important ramifications. Ellis

, Ford ( 1990 ) , and the Minnesota Task Force ( r-989 )
concluded that some criminal justice personnel view victims
of conjugal violence to be uncooperative. Many abused women
distrust the court system and feel it is not working in
their best interest (Hart, 1993 ) . If battered women are less
intimidated and better informed through legal advocacy it
stands to reason that many women would be more cooperative
and confident during the court process.
It is unclear why there are no meaningful differences
between groups regarding levels of self-confidence and
decision-making abitity. There were no pretests to determine
the self-confidence level-s or decision-making abilities of
the participants before the survey was distributed. It is
possible that all of the respondents possessed relatively
hiqh Ievels of self-confidence and decision making
(

l-984 )
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abil-ities. rf that hrere the case, then the ef f ects of
informaL social supports or legal advocacy r^rould have little
impact on the study participants' self-confidence and
decision making. Using a pretest that pinpoints constructs
of empowerment based on legal advocacy models would be an
effective way to measure the results of empowerment/advocacy
practices.
This finding does not suggest that advocates are not
helping to increase their clients' confidence IeveIs" Nor
does it intimate that advocates do not try to increase their
clients decision making ability. The cr j-mina1 court system
has fundamental modes of operation. These operations may not
permit women to exercise the necessary behaviors that would
i-ncrease decision-making and self -conf idence ( Friedman
Shulman, 1990 ) .

&

patterns emerged for the remaining indicators of
empowerment. For each indicator-Ij-sten, respect, and
understand, respondents from both communities were varied in
their answers. Police respect was the only indicator that
appeared as a constant among the Fridley respondents. Some
respondents noted very high or very Iow l_eve1s of
empowerment behaviors for one or more criminal justice
personnel. With the exception of police respect, no
aggregate patterns emergred. The f act that some respondents
had very positive or very negative responses toward one or
more criminal justice personnel suggests that the data may
Few
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have been skewed.
The National fnstitute of Justice

) research shows
that abused women and victims of sexual assault are more
intimidated and traumatized by the court system than victims
of non-related assault" Legal advocacy projects have been
working on the systems level to change criminal justice
attitudes toward battered women (Gordon, 1-gg2, Schechter,
L982, & Dobash & Dobash, L992). Legal advocacy projects,
more commonly known as intervention projects, train police,
prosecution and judicial personnel on the complexities of
conjugal violence.
The systems leveL changes that battered women's legal
advocates are promoting may be too slow moving to assess
changes at this time. However, the f inding ttrhich identif ied
high leve1s of porice respect may be attributed to the
shelter's legal advocacy service aimed at training Fridley
police responses.
(

1989

) discuss the struggle hetureen the
courts desire to push for cases that will r,uin and lega1
advocates who may go against the court in the interest of
the client. Ford's 1990 study on victim empowerment showed
that regardress of actual prosecution, the threat of
prosecution can be an effective tool for battered. women.
The tension lies in asking the criminal justice system
to change its vj-eurs on the purpose of prosecution. rf
criminal court prosecution de-emphasj-zed the importance of
Buzawa & Buzawa

( 1-990
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win-abte cases battered lilomen woul-d no longer be viewed as
uncooperative or noncredible r,+itnesses ( EI l is , IgB4 ,
Minnesota Task Force , L9B9 ) . As a result, some women may
feel more sel-f-confident and able to make decisions
regarding the safest and most effective outcome of their
cases - Lega1 advocates should

continue to f acilitate sel-f conf idence in their cl j-ents. It may be that continued
practj-ce of advocacy will have a greater impact on the court
and safety of battered women as it develops in conjunction
with the criminal- justice system.

It should be mentioned that women who received lega1
advocacy felt slightly less able to make their own decisions
than women urho did not have legaI advocacy. Contrary to this
finding, is the stightly higher empowerment mean of the
Fridley intervention respondents. As there are no
standardized tools measuring empowerment or advocacy, the
measurement survey may not have accurately measured
attributes of empowerment. There is also a possibility that,
on the aggrelJate, the participants in the Coon Rapids
comparison group were better ahl-e to make decisions than
women j-n the Fridley intervention group regardless of the
type of service.
The study shows a response rate of 7.52. Approximately
14.3% of the possible respondents could not he reached by
mail. It lilas suggested by experts in the scientif ic and
women's shelter communities that the poputation surveyed.
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would be difficult

to tap. This finding proves the caveat of
sampling this population and suggested several
possibilities: (a) battered women are mobile and conceal
their whereabouts (b) women may fear retaLiation from their
partner's if the survey were answered (c) the survey
recapitulated an unpleasant experience that many women wish
to forget and (d) abusers may monitor the mail of their
partner.
All but one of the study participants knew the outcome
of the case. These results do not support the hypothesis
that women who received advocacy know more about case
outcomes than the comparison group participants. Although
all members of the intervention group knew the case outcome
while only two out of three subjects from the Coon Rapids
knew the case outcome, the accuracy of the respondents
answers were not checked with court records.
Questions assessing the impact of age and race could
not be analyzed due to the change in the research design.
The change in design arso precluded an anarysis of the
impact of service frequency on the respondents empowerment
perceptions and behaviors.
The open-ended answers to the survey brought more depth

to the exploration of IegaI advocacy empowerment practice.
From the written responses it can be assumed that legal
advocacy had a positive effect on its constituency. AII but
one of the participants from the intervention group gave in
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depth responses regarding helpfulness of legal advocates.

of the respondents noted ways in which legal advocates
hrere not helpf uI to them.
The comparison group responded with less expression
and volunteered }ittle information regarding helpfulness of
person's offering support. Women were given the option to
leave any of the questions blank. A simple explanation for
the more brief responses of the Coon Rapids respondents may
be that they simply did not want to write long answers.
History may have affected how much the participants actually
remembered about the help they received from others. Some
cases may have occurred in the first months of 1995 causing
an inability to respond in depth to open-ended questions
regarding specific forms of heIp.
Both groups were asked hour ej-ther the advocate or the
identified person ( s ) were most helpful during the criminal
court process. One participant from the comparison group
said about her f riend, rtshe told me to what to expect and
helped me understand what could happen or will happen to
me. rr When asked if the person was not hetpful the
participant said there trasn't anything her f riend could do
during the court process. The only other response from the
comparison group said that she was kept informed by the
prosecutor who hras identified as the most helpful person
during the court process. The third participant did not
respond to the open-ended questions.
None
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The participants from the intervention group showed

greater diversity and depth in answering the open-ended
questions. AIl but one of the Fridley participants
reiterated that the legal advocate offered criminal court
information. This information included what to do, how to
seek help and what to expect. For many of the respondents,
the information imparted by the legal advocate relieved
stress and made them feel more secure.
one participant from the intervention group said that
the advocates from the women's shelter were,
rf
altrrays helpful , took my f eelings into account and made me
feel like I had sel-f-r,uorthrr. This statement is an indication
of the extent of emotional support given by the advocate.
Many of the participants said that the legal advocates
listened to and comforted them while attending court
proceedings. In contrast, none of the comparison group
subjects said they were supported during the court process.
Some of the women in the intervention group revealed a
pattern of rrgetting on with their livestr or seeking help on
their own because of the legal advocates help and support.
hlhat is unclear from the results was how the Fridley
respondents defined emotional support. Were they defining it
in relation to the existential- indicators of listenirg,
understanding and respect? It is possible that the
respondents were viewing emotional support in other ways
that were not identified.
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Although the hypothesj-s that

received 1egal
advocacy are more empowered than women who do not receive
advocacy could not be measured, there are qualitative
indications that advocacy was a positive and empowering
experience for those who received it. The intervention
women who

respondents had a better understanding of the court process.
The intervention group felt comfortable and supported during

the court process. Most importantly, all of the Fridley
j-ntervention respondents indicated a desire f or tegal
advocacy services again if the need arose. There is evidence
that lega1 advocates are enhancing some women's experience
during the criminal court process. Continued research will
uncover the impact of crimj-naI court legal advocacy on
battered women.
Limitations and Strength.s -qf the Study
Research on empor,\rerment and advocacy is a new and

emerging fie1d. As a result, the primary strength of this

study was its exploration of empowerment theory that has not
been investigated. Knowledge of the study limitations will

enlighten other researchers wishing to test the effects of
advocacy and empowerment practice. Researchers and
practitioners who study and serve battered women may be
encouraged to discover the effective or ineffective uses of
advocacy practice for battered women. other service

providers and researchers who use empowerment practice would
benefit from further theoretical understanding.
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The response rate confirmed that battered women are

difficult to survey. Future research on women in violent
relationships should be accomplished by personal interviews
or possibly telephone interviews to increase participation.
The low response rate also had a negative impact on the

survey results. The data that was gathered from the survey
was not a representation of either surveyed community. The

data analysis was contained to descriptive statistics
qualitative analysis rather than j-nferential analysis

and
as

part of the original research design. The generaLtzability
of the study was greatly compromised due to 7.52 response
rate.
The researcher found two comparable communities based

on l-99o census material and the absence or presence of legal
advocacy. Hourever, any dif f erences in crimj-nal court process
were not assessed. Different criminal court procedures

may

have affected the participant results. Future research

should pretest the effects of different criminal justice
responses to ensure a more accurate comparison of
communities.
The exploratory nature of the study made it necessary

to devise a measurement instrument. The survey Iays the
ground work for developing a standardized instrument to test
empowerment skilIs. As the survey was not standardized, the
survey may not have been a valid measurement of empowerment.
The 'qual itati-ve results shor.r a need to investigate social
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support theory and its contribution to empowerment theory.
Inclusion of social support ski IIs may produce d.ata that

will help practitioners and researchers discover the most
ef f ective empohrerment ski Ils .
The survey included a question to assess experience
with the criminal- court system prior to the survey. This
question may have i-nformed the researcher of the impact of
previous court experience on cI j-ents , behaviors .
Unfortunately, the correlation between amount of court
experience and l-evel of empowerment could not be measured.
The gualitative responses added depth to understanding
the helpfulness of lega1 advocates regardless of the low
response rate. The strengths and r,rreaknesses of this study
have opened the door for further research regardirrg the
established practice of legal advocacy in the criminal court
system,

fmplications to Social Work Practice and Research
The study of empowerment and advocacy practice has far
reaching implications to the field of social work.
Empowerment is one of the main theoretical underpinnings of
social work practice . However, social work practit j-oners and
researchers do not understand its cognit j-ve or behavioral
effects. There are many populations that could benefit from
further research regarding the effects of empowerment hased
advocacy practice.
Discoveri-ng and defining elements of empowerment wi]I
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inf orm practit j-oners of ef f ective hrays to engage c}ients in
the empowerment process. Follow-up studies must assess if

skills help clients control- situational
outcomes, decrease alienation from their experiences,
increase f reedom of choj-ce, and enhance socj-al roles that
increase personal gratification.
The field of social v'rork must expand its research of
conjugal violence to effectively serve and ametiorate the
probrem. rn the past domestic viorence research has
concentrated on the scope of the problem as well as
personality profiles of victims and perpetrators. Domestic
violence workers use empowerment practice in shelters,
therapy, group work, and civil and criminar court. rt is
time for the domestic violence field to study the
effectiveness of current interventions. hlithout in depth
study of empowerment practice for hattered women, social
workers may not be serving this population as effectively or
holistically as it cou1d.
The criminal justice system must have knowledge of how
battered women's lega1 advocacy affects victims of domestic
assault. Currently, the criminal justice system is debating
the efficacy of legal advocacy practice. rf and when
research concludes that legal advocacy does empower hattered
Iilomen, the criminal justice system may better understand how
to meet the needs of the victims while simultaneously
increasing the conviction rate of perpetrators of domestic
empowerment
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violence.

funding is the current trend in the
social services. Without a firm research base pointing to
the specific effects of lega1 advocacy, agencies that
utilize advocacy and empowerment practice are in danger of
losing funding.
Future studies on battered women's legral advocacy
Outcome based

should include a standardized measurement tool of

to create more generalizahle results. Follow-up
intervienrs or surveys would assess the long-term outcome of
Iegal advocacy on battered women's lives. Further research
on battered women's legal advocacy would create a wider body
of knowledge that could be utilized in other areas of social
r,rork practice and policy.
empowerment

Appendix

A

Cover Letter
Dear Reader,
You are invited to be in a research study of your
experience with the criminat court system. You were selected
from public documents as a possible participant. f ask that
you read this form before you agree to participate in the
sLudy. This study is being conducted hy ffi€, Elizaheth Jones,
as part of my master's thesis at Augsburg College.
The purpose of the study is to compare the experiences
of women in two different criminal court systems in Anoka
county whose partner, s , husband, s, or boyfriend, s were
arrested on fifth degree assault charges. The study will
survey Tiromen who have received legal advocacy from the local
women's shel-ter and hromen who have not received legal
advocacy.

ff you agree to be in the study f ask that you fill out
the survey and maif it back to me in the self-addressed
stamped envelop. In ten days you will receive a reminder
enclosed in an envetop to ensure your privacy. If you have
already completed the survey disregard the contents of the
reminder. P1ease do not sign or print your name on the
questionnai-re.
This process will- ensure that you have completed the
survey, but I will not be able to identify which survey is
yours. The questionnaire takes about twenty minutes to
complete. You have the option of leaving any question hlank
or terminating the study at anytime.
The survey does carry some risk of causing unpleasant
memories of your exper j-ence with the criminal court system.
If you experience any discomfort please discontinue the
survey. rf your are in need of support please call the
Alexand.ra House 24hour hotrine to speak to a crisis
counselor at (612)780-2330. The staff have been informed
that women taking this survey may call for support. Although
the survey does not include any direct personal benefits,
your participation may help in understanding the needs of
women involved with the criminal justice system.
rn any sort of reporL r might publ ish , r wi r- r not
incl-ude any information that will make it possible in any
way to identify you in this study" The sample identifyinq
j-nformation and your completed survey wil-l- be kept in a
Iocked file at my home until January 7., L997 . The surveys
will be viewed only by myserf and my thesis advisor.
Your participation will not affect your current or
future relations with Augshurg College or the city criminal
justice system. Please return the guestionnaire bi March L,
l-996.

ff you have any guestions or you would like a copy of
the final report please call me at 646-8966 or you can cal-l
my thesis advisor, Michael Schock Ph.D., at 330-L725. Thank
you for your time and participation.

Sincerely,
Elizabeth Jones

# es- 24-3

Appendix

Fridley In-tervention

B

GroUp

General Instructions: Please use a pen or pencil to complete this
questionnaire. Check the answer that best f its your response. It{ost
of the guestions may be answered by checking the appropriate
numher; a few ask for a short written response. Use the scale below
to determine your answers. You may skip any questions that you
wish. You may also discontinue the survey at any time. (E/Oj
5-AI

ot

3-Somewhat

l:Not At AII
Not Apply

O=Does

*Note: This questionnaire is about your criminal court
experience from your partner,s, husband.rs, or hoyfirendrs point of
arrest through the final court appearance.
1. Please check the person who was most helpful to you during
the criminal court process:
_women's shelter lega1 advocate
_ friend
Parent

relative
_other
- prosecutor
specify)
-other(please
2

were you contacted by the rosar

3.

times were you contacted by the legal advocate?
a. Number of phone contacts?
b. Number of personal contacts?

women, s sherter regal
advocate?
No
_Yes
_
*If ro, please discontinue the survey and mail it back in the
self-addressed stamped envelop.
*If yes, please continue the survey.

How many

Alot
It

4. How much did the advocate listen to you?
5.

Somewhat

, Not At AIl
ll
4321_o

tl il il il il rl
How much did the advocate understand your
il il n il il Il
experience during the criminal court process?

AIot
I

5

Somewhat

Not At All
I
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2I_O

did the advocate respect you?
tl il rl il il tl
7 . How much did the advocate try to increase
U il H il il Il
your sel-f-confidence during the
court process?
B. How much did the advocate help you in
n il il il il tl
making your own decisions during the
court process?
9. Did the advocate inform you about how the criminal
court system works?
No
_Yes
6

How much

If yes,
10.

11-

H il t] il il tl

hot,l much?

much did you feel listened to by
the following:
a. prosecutor
b. probation officer
c. police
d. judge

tl tl I] tl tl tl
tl tl tl tl tl tl
I] tl tl tl tl tl
tl ll tl I] tl I]

did you feel understood by
the foLlowing:

5

4

tl
tl
tl
tl

tl tl tl tl tl
tl tl tl tl tl
I] tl tl tl tl
tl tl I] tl tl

Hor,u

Hortr much

Et. prosecutor

h.
c.
d,
3-2. How much did you feel
the following:

probation officer
police
judge

3

2

1

o

tl tl tl tl tl tl
tl tl I] tl tl tl
I] tl tl tl I] tl
tl tl I] tl [] tl

respected by

E[. prosecutor

b. probation officer
c. police
d. judge

13.

self-confident did
the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
How

14.

How much

15.

How much

16.

How was

AIot

you feel around
prosecutor

probation officer
police
judge

did you feel you could make your
the court process?

own decisions during

did you understand the criminal
court process?
the IegaI advocate helpful to

I
tl
tl
tl
tl

Somewhat

Not At All

4

tl
tl
tl
tl

3

tl
tl
tl
tl

2

tl
tl
tl
tl

t
tl
tl
tl
tl

o

tl
tl
tl
tl

il il il il t] tl

Il H il n H rl

you?

Pl-ease explain

L7

.

How r^ras

the legal advocate not helpful to

you?

Please explai

18. If you go through the criminal court process agaj-n,
would you want an advocate to assist you?
_yes
Why or why not?

No

19. What hras the verdict of the
Guilty
Not Guilty
20. What is your

case?

Don't

Dismissed

Knor,,r

age?

2L. lrlhat is your ethnic

group?

African American
American Indian
Caucasian ( White

Hispanic

)

Chicana

Asian

Pacific Islander
Other:

22.

this your f irst experience with the crimj-na1 court system
yes
because of your partner's assault charge?
No

Erlas

If Do,

how many

times have you had this experience?

Thank you f or your time and participation in this survey. pl-ease
enclose the survey in the self-addressed stamped envelop and mait
it to the address listed on the envelop. Be sure not to write your
name or address anywhere on the survey. If you have any questions,
please feel free to contact myself or my advisor at the numhers

listed in your letter.

#gs-24-3

Appendix
Cp,.o-n

C

Rapids Comparj-son Group

General Instructions; Please use a pen or pencil to complete this
questionnaire. Check the answer that best fits your response. Most
of the questions may be answered by checking the appropriate
number; a f ew ask f or a short written response . Use the scale bel-oru
to determine your answers. You may skip any questions you wish. You
may also discontinue the survey at any Lime. ( 5/0 )

5-Alot
3-Somev'rhat
l":Not At AlI

O:Does Not Apply

*Hote: This questionnaire is ahout your criminal court
experience from the time of your partner,s, husbandrs, or
boyfirend's arrest for assault through his final court appearance.
Please identify someone who was most helpful to you d.uring the
criminal court process. Keep this person in mind as you answer the
questiorls.
1

Please check the person who was most helpful to you during the
criminal court process:
-friend
" 5tilEX*'*rarive

-5[f;::rui:l=* speciry )

* Keep this person in mind as you answer questions 3-l-6. *
2. Were you contacted by the local womenrs shelter
1egal advocate?
Yes _ No
*If yes, please discontinue the survey and mail it back in the
self-addressed stamped envelop.
*If f,o, please continue the survey.

Alot
I

3
4

did this person listen to you?
How much did this person understand your
experience during the court process?
How much

5

Somettrhat

Not At All

I

4

3

210

I

il tl t r il il tl

ilililHntl

Alot
5.

How much

did this person respect

6

How much

did this person try to increase

7

How much

you?

Somewhat
1

AlI

tl tl tl tl tl tl

your seLf-confidence during the court process?

did this person help you in makinq tl Il tl Il tl tl
your own decisj-ons?

8. Did this person inform you about how the criminal
court process works?
Yes
No
If yes, how much?
il il

I

NoT AL

tll
543210
il H il il H tl

did you feel listened to by
the followingr:

n il il rl

How much

E. prosecutor
h. prohation officer
c. police officer
d, judge
10. How much did you feel understood by
the following:
E[. prosecutor

b. probation officer
c. police officer
d. judge

5

4

tl
tl
tl
tl

2

1

o

tl tl
I] tl
tl tl
tl tl

tl
tl
tl
tl

tl
tl
tl
tl

tl
tl
tl
tl

tl tl I]
tl tl tl
I] tl tl
tl tl I]

tl
tl
tl
tl

tl
tl
tl
tl

tl
tl
tl
tl

3

11. How respected did you feel hy the
fol lowing:
a

prosecutor

b

probati-on officer

poli-ce of f icer
d

judge

t-2. How self-confident did you feel around
the following:

a.
b.
c.
d.

prosecutor

probation officer
police officer
judge

13.

How much did you feel you could make your
own decis ions dur j-ng the court process?

l-4.

How much

L5.

How was

did you understand the criminal
court process?

Somewhat

AIot

Not At All

I

5

4

lr 21

3

o

tl tl
tl tl tl
tl tl tl
tl tl tl

il tl tl

5

4

3

2

t_

tl
tl
tl
tl

tl
tl
tl
tl

tl
tl
tl
tl

tl
tl
tl
tl

tl I]
I] tl
rl tl
tl tl

t

l

il [r tl
t] tl tl
H tl tl
o

H Il il U il tl
il il il il il tl

this person helpful to you during the court process?

Please explain

16. How was this person not helpful to you during the court
process?

Pl-ease explaj-

L7. What was the verdict of the
Guilty
Not Guilty

18. What is your

case?

Don't

Dismissed

Know

age?

19. What is your ethnic group?

African American
-_ American Indian
Caucasian ( White

Hispanic

)

- Chicana
- Asian
- Pacific Islander
_
_ Other:
2a.

Was

this your first

experience with the criminal justice system

because of your partner's assault charge?

If ho,

how many

Yes

No

times have you had this experience?

Thank you for your time and participation. Please enclose the
survey in the sel-f-addressed stamped envelop and mail it to the
address listed on the envelop. Be sure not to write your name or
address anywhere on the survey. If you have any questions, Ffease
feel free to contact myself or my advisor at the numbers provided

in your letter.

#95-24-3

Advocacy
promotes self-control and involvement in clients'
lives, communities and service

Existential Theory

social cognitive theory

J

J
Empowerment
Enhances skills, resources, knowledge, or emotional
management to affect social roles that increase personal
satisfaction

V
PCADV Advocacy Model

DDAIP Advocacy Model

skills:
listen, understand, respect

skills:
information and
decisio ns- making

se lf-co nfide nce
(self -efficacy)
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